"BOO"
A Design by Sally London for Rainbow Gallery

Material List
9" X 12" White Mono Canvas either #12 or #13
#20 Tapestry Needles
Zig Textile Marker Gray or Black (Optional)
Stretcher Bars to Fit
Silk Lame' Braid #13
  LB01-Black    3 cards
  LB02-White    1 card
  LB12-Purple   1 card
  LB30-Orange   2 cards
  LB36-Chartreuse  2 cards

Zoo Eyes
  Z002-Watchful White  2 cards

Finished size 4" X 8" stitched on #12 mono canvas.

1. From top left corner of canvas measure 4" over and 3 1/4" down to begin tent stitching "BOO". Use Z002. Follow chart. Fill in the center holes of each letter with LB01.

2. After you have completed "BOO", you need to decide how much Horizontal Plaid you wish to stitch. The model measures 4" X 8" on #12 mono canvas. If you wish to stitch it just like the model, measure up 1" and over 1 1/4" from the top right of the second O to begin Step #1 of the Horizontal Plaid. At this point you may wish to darken in the white canvas with your Zig Textile Marker.
Step #1 is worked from right to left in vertical rows and consists of the following:
  LB01 - 6 rows
  LB36 - 3 rows
  LB12 - 1 row
  LB30 - 4 rows
  LB02 - 1 row
Repeat until you have filled in 4" by 8" or your desired size.
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Canvas size 8" x 10". Finished size is 2 1/4" x 5 1/2".

For #18 mesh, use Silk Lame Braid #18 and Petite Sparkle Ray P221-White.

You can create your own horizontal field using different combinations. Be creative.

horizontal rows to fill in open spaces. Continue working till desired size is completely filled in.

3. Step #2 - Start at the right side and stitch in the same sequence as Step #1; however stitch in